Introduction
The base field k is assumed of characteristic zero, with K = k(q). The notation is that of [JL1, JL2] ; but will be redefined where necessary.
1.1. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra with triangular decomposition Q == n"^ Q 1) (D n~. The main object of our study is the quantized enveloping algebra Uq{^) introduced in now well-known works of Drinfeld and Jimbo. It was quickly recognized, for q an indeterminate, that the representation theory of Uq{s) is similar to that of the enveloping algebra (7(fl) . Thus complete reducibility and the Weyl character formula for irreducible finite dimensional modules were obtained independently by G. Lusztig [L, 4.12 ] and M. Rosso [Rl, Sect. V] though the latter had an error occurring in loc. cit. p. 512, line -6 , which was subsequently eliminated through the use of the Rosso form [R2] . In the sequel we refer to JL1 for the description of Uq(Q) and these assertions, since not only is the notation the same; but some unnecessary complications were eliminated from the proofs. Since the time our manuscript was communicated the paper [Dr] by V. Drinfeld appeared in which these results are recovered via an isomorphism of completed algebras though it is not immediate how this can be applied to the finer results considered here. Again this isomorphism fails [Dr, Prob. 8.1] in the Kac-Moody case whilst the Weyl formula and complete irreducibility still hold. For each A G !)*» 1^ Af(A) denote the Verma module with highest weight A. A basic question in the theory of enveloping algebras was to determine the annihilator of M(A) in the enveloping algebra U(Q) of 5, and it is a well-known result that this is 496 A. JOSEPH AND G. LETZTER for each ^ G P^Tr) the Poincare serieŝ (^):=^[^(^):£(^m . m=0 As noted in [JL2, 5.4] this may be written in the form R^z) = P^z) Ro(z) where P^{z) is a polynomial in ^. By [JL2, 7.6 ] one has .R^) = 0 unless ^ G Q(7r), so we may as well assume p. G O^TI-).
2.3.
Let p be the half sum of the positive roots and define the translated action of the Weyl group W on I)* through w ' X = w{\ + p) -p, V A G 1)*. Given w € W, let t{w) denote its reduced length.
€ i
For each A G O^TI-), we write 4A = V^ fc^a, and set deg A = V^ fc^. As noted above 1=1 %=i deg A G N. Define the formal power serieŝ^ E ^^-l Y ( We shall soon see that S and Q are the generating functions for R^ and P^ respectively. The latter is the quantum analogue of the generating function Qc(^) in Hesselink's formula [He, Sect. 1] . One had Qc{z}=-^-where A(^) = J](l -^-a ) , A = A(l) , v / a>0 which made the derivative Q'cW of Qc(^) at z = 1 particularly simple to calculate [J2, 2.4 ]. Although Q{z) does not seem to have a simple expression, one does have the i ( e"^ \ LEMMA. -Q'(l) = ^ I ^ _ ^ 1 de^ ^ .
1=1 v / It suffices to observe that the only terms in the sum y G W which can contribute to Q^l) occur when y = s^ and this term gives the expression in the right hand side above. 4' 1 s6Rffi -TOME 28 -1995 -N° 4 VERMA MODULE ANNIHILATORS FOR QUANTIZED ENVELOPING ALGEBRAS 497 2.4. Recall that by say [JL1, 5.10 ] the weight space decomposition of E{ii) : ji 6 P^TI-) is given by the Weyl character formula ch E{^ = A-1 ^ (-l) ^^ . wew PROPOSITION.
-For all p, G Q^^Tr), (i) R^{z) is the coefficient of e° in {ch E{fji))S{z). (ii) P^{z) is the coefficient of e° in {ch E{p,))Q{z).
By [JL2, 3.5 and 4.10] we have R^{z)= ^ [EndKE{\) : E^z^9 x . \eP+W The expression in square brackets is completely determined by the Weyl character formula. It may therefore be computed as if U were replaced by U (5). In particular, we may use the BGG resolution [D, 7.8.14] for E{\). This and [D, 7.6.14] gives in the Grothendieck group (w) [M(w.\+^}. wew i^e^E{-\))
Consequently where P is Kostant's partition function. Set we 7 = e^7 for w e W and extend this action of W linearly. We conclude that R^{z} is just the coefficient of e~^ in n the other hand the coefficient of e° in ch E{p,) S(z) is just the sum of each of the coefficients of e-^ in the term A-^-l)^),?^). Since w ' n, == -w*(-^), this is just the coefficient of e~^ in (-l/Mw,: 1^"1^) ). Comparison with (*) above gives (i). Then (ii) follows from (i) if we observe that R,(z)= ^ ^A AeP+(7r) € =]"J(1-^^^)- 1 . 2.5. We shall not need Pp,(z) but only its derivative at z = 1. This is given by the COROLLARY. -P^(l) = . ^ ^dim E{/ji)n^deg a.
nCN+ a>0
Set £' = -E(^). By 2.3 and 2.4(ii) we have just to show that
for all n G N"^. Recall that dim Ena is constant on roots of the same length and that deg is additive. It thus suffices to observe that the half sum of the positive short (resp. long) roots is just the sum of the fundamental weights corresponding to the short (resp. long) roots. 2.6. Set T< = T^P-^TT) n Q(7r)), T< = r(-4P+(7r)). We shall eventually need the following LEMMA. -T^F(U) , T^F(U) are left and right noetherian rings.
It is enough to prove the first assertion since the second ring is a finitely generated left (or right) module over the first.
Set T^ = T^T^ (noted To in [JL1] [M, 4.9 ] U is left (and right) noetherian. Hence J is finitely generated over U and hence over F(U}, by the finiteness of F. Taking homogeneous components of generators it follows that each component of J is finitely generated over F(U), in particular I is finitely generated over F(U).
Remark. -One expects that F(U) itself is noetherian. By [JL2, 4.11, 4.12(iii) ] it is finitely generated which was not obvious from [JL1, 6.4 ].
2.7.
Recall the gradation of 2.6. Observe that an ideal I of U is graded if and only if it satisfies I = U{I H F{U)). This will generally fail; but only in some "trivial" fashion. For the moment we just note the following fact leaving more complete details till 6. 1. Let K\ denote the one-dimensional U module given by the weight A G T*. By definition tim = A^m, for all m G K\, whilst the conditions U^m = U^m = 0 are satisfied if and only if Af = 1, for all i. Thus we have a bijection A -^ K\ of (T/4T)* onto the set of isomorphism classes of one-dimensional U modules. It is clear from [JL1, 6.4 ] that KA F{U} is the trivial F(U) module if and only if t(A) = 1, for all t C T^. Hence (T/T^)* identifies with the set of isomorphism classes of one dimensional U modules trivial on F(U). If we take representatives i\ for i = 1,2, • • •, r from T/T^ then by finite group theory the characters i\ i-> ^(A^) where A 3 G (T/T^Y are linearily independent. In particular
Of course the analogous result holds for U with (T/4T)* replaced by (T/4T)* and (T/To)* replaced by (T/4T)*.
Determinant of the basic form

3.1.
We now use 2.5 to compute the quantum analogue of the determinant first considered in [PRV, Thm. 4.2] and given a more modem proof in [J2, Sect. 2] which we shall follow. Although the analysis is similar to [J2] it is complicated by two new features. First we have not yet determined the Verma module annihilators and secondly Uq{g) admits non-scalar invertible elements.
3.2.
For a € A+(7r) set da = (a,a)/2 and o^ = 2a/(a,a). Identify bq; with the Q linear span of the {Q;i}f=i. For each integer n > 0 we set An,a = {A € t)q (^+p, o^) = n} and A^ = {A e A^|(A + p,^) ^ N+,_ V (3 G A+(7r), (3 + a}. Consider q^f or A G f)q, and ^ E P{^) as an element of K and let M(A) : A 6 f)o denote the Verma module for U with highest weight q x i-^ g^'^1).
LEMMA. -For all
Following the classical computation [D, 7.6.12 ] one checks that conclusion (i) is equivalent to a finite family of finite sums
being identically zero, where the pp,,m{q) are polynomials independent of the choice of e An,a. The F^(q) are analytic at q = 1 and their derivatives at q = 1 are polynomials in A. We obtain their vanishing by the density argument of [D, 7.6.13] . By repeated application of [JL1, 5.6 ] conclusion (i) holds for A G O^TI-). Yet Q^Tr) has a Zariski 500 A. JOSEPH AND G. LETZTER dense intersection with Ay^ and so (i) obtains. For (ii) observe that for A e A^, the module M{sa.\) has no weight of the form w ' X for w C W other than its highest weight So,' A. (In the usual terminology s^ • A is antidominant). Then (ii) follows from [JL1, 8.6] as in the classical case (i.e., apply 4.6(i) below).
Remark. -The proof of (i) in [DeC-K, 1.9(a) ] is incomplete because the authors implicitly assume that the degeneracy of the contravariant form on M(A) : A e Ay^ is implied by its degeneracy at q = 1. Nevertheless, their formula for the quantum Shapovalov form is ultimately correct and will be used in the sequel.
3.3.
Fix A e A^ and let 0\ denote the category of weight modules of finite length whose simple factors take the form L(p,) for ^ e A + QM. By [JL1, 8.6 ] a standard argument shows that M(A), M(s^ • A) e ObOx with M(A) projective. Set N{\) = M(A)/M(^ • A). Recall the notation of [JL2, 6.10] .
Let d{M) denote the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension [KL, Chap. 5 ] of a U module M. A standard reasoning [cf. JL2, 8.4(*) and 8.5 ] shows that d{N{\)) < d{M{s^ • A)). Since M{s^ ' A) is simple it follows from [JL2, 8.4 
Moreover this has kernel F{M{\},M{sa ' A)). Finally using again that M(A) is projective gives as in [JL2, 8.3 In particular [H : E] 
This above formula also means that we can choose a^ e H for i,j = 1,2, • • •, m such that {aij}^ forms a basis of £'0 for the j^ copy of E in H. Let (pa denote the matrix with entries Ma^)}^=i where (p : U -^ U° is the Harish-Chandra map [JL1, 8.1] .
For each A e l5q we denote by L(A) the unique simple quotient of M(A). Recall the notation of 3.2. Remark. -Statements (i) and (ii) hold for any weight A € T*. This will be used in Section 4. 1. 3.5. Before going further let us analyse the general form that det (^E for E 6 £ can take. First different choices for the bases {a^} only alters it by a non-zero element of K. In view of this and [JL2, 4.10] we can assume that the j^ copy of E in H lies in some {ad U)r(\j) where Xj G ^P^TI-). From the relations in U it is trivial to check that (p{a) (E K[t^ : 1 <, i <, (}r{\j) for all a e {ad U)r{\j). We conclude that m (*) det^E^K [ti:l^i^£}1[[r(\j) . up to a non-zero element of K. We already know by 3.5 that the right hand side divides the left hand side and that its degree as a polynomial in the ii equals We refine 3.5(*) using [JL2, 4.16 ] to compute an upper bound on the largest possible degree of a monomial in the ti for % 6 {1,2,---,^} occurring in det (RE-Let WQ be the unique longest element in W. By [JL2, 4.16 ] the element of largest degree in (p((ad U)r(\j)) has degree equal to deg r(wQ\j) = -deg r(Aj), so this largest degree
j=i Now from 2.5 and the definition of the polynomial Pp,(z), taking account of [JL2, 4.5, 4.10] we obtain Now by 3.5 we can write (*) det VE = P II II^") 4 -g 4^" -^"'")'"" 1 ^(A) If one can show that WoA = -A, then we must have A = -2/3 which on substitution in (*) gives the required result. To show that WoA = -A we can assume H is chosen so that
Then it suffices to show that (**) [H n (ad U) We wish to show that Ann^^nM(A) is generated by its intersection with Z(U). This needs the following preliminary. Observe the remarkable similarity between det ^E^) and the corresponding determinant det^ of the quantum Shapovalev form given in [DeC-K, 1.9] . Although these are not quite the same, they only differ by involving different powers of the same factors (r(a) 2 -q^^-^^r^a)' 2 ) where n G N~^ and a is a positive root, which is a positive power for ^ or for rj sufficiently large. Since the kernel of the Shapovalev form is the kernel of the canonical projection M(A) -> L(A), we conclude from this observation and 3.4(i) the LEMMA. -The following two conditions are equivalent
The derivation of the Shapovalev form only requires 3.2 and some easy degree estimates. It implies that M{wo ' X) for A G -P^TI") is a simple Verma module and moreover it is immediate that this result extends to the case when q is viewed as an element of fc* and which is not a root of unity. In [JL2, 6.7, Remark 2] it was pointed out that one could give a particularly simple determination of Z(U) based on the existence of a simple Verma module and this is provided by the above argument. 
THEOREM.
(
Clearly Ann^M^A) C Ann^M^A.') = 0 by 4. 1 . On the other hand Ann^)M(A) has codimension 1 in Z(U). Thus (i) follows from [JL2, 7.4] . By the reasoning of [JL2, 8.3, 8.5 ] we obtain 7.6 ] and so (i) implies (ii).
4.3.
The reader may recall that we already proved 4.2 in the case when A is an integral (linear) weight by specialization [JL2, 6.12, 8.6 ] and this result further applies to U. That reasoning is still valid if A is a linear weight. To justify the considerable extra effort needed in the non-linear case we give an example where both assertions in 4.2 fail for U.
Example. -Take U = Uq{sl (3)) and define ei, 62 as in [JL2, 5.5 ] viewed as elements of U. Recall that ei, e-z form a basis for the highest weight space of the isotypical component 504 A. JOSEPH AND G. LETZTER of H corresponding to the "adjoint representation" E. Let Zi : i = 1,2 be a basis vector for the trivial one-dimensional submodule of (ad U)r{-^i). Then ^1,^2 are generators for the polynomial algebra Z(U). Furthermore, e^, e^, ^i, e^ e U, and using (JL2, 7.4 ) one easily checks that these form a set of generators over Z(U) for the highest weight space of the E isotypical component UE of U. Now suppose we can find a Verma module M(A) for U satisfying z^z^ G Arm^^M(A). Then UE C Ann^)M(A). This clearly excludes that the conclusions of 4.2 hold for U.
The condition we require is satisfied exactly when A is a common root of (p{zi) for i = 1,2. By formula (6) in [JL1, 8.6 ] we find that
Take A = ^q~p where 7 is a primitive cube root of unity. Then )(A) = ^ r(-4^) (7) .
yew
In the evaluation of the right hand side we must replace t^, t^ by 7. Sincê
the resulting evaluation is just 7~4 + 1 + 7 4 = 0. A similar result holds when i = 2. This proves the assertion.
One can also see that the specialization argument of [JL2, 6.11, 6.12] does not apply to this example. In the notation of [JL2, 6.11] we have
and so t^ = 1 at the specialization q = 1. Thus for M(A) to specialize to a Verma module of U{s) we must have Af(l) = 1 mod < q -1 >, for all i which is not the case here. [M, 4.9 ] one has the quantum analogue of [D, 2.6.9 ], namely LEMMA. -Let M be a simple U module. Then EndyM is an algebraic extension of K. Remark. - We do not know if this also holds for F(U).
After McConnell
v ^ _
4.5.
In the remainder of Sect. 4 we shall replace K by K setting U :
The following result justifies our use of not necessarily linear weights. From their definition it is immediate that they identify with the set T* of characters on f (with values in K*). Through the isomorphism r : P(7r) -^ t we deduce an action of W on t and hence on T*. Now recall that each A e T* is by definition the ^-tuple (Ai^Az, • • • ,A^) with A, = r(ci;,)(A). We define an action of I[ on T* by letting the generator of the 1 th copy of Z^ multiply A^ by a primitive fourth root of unity. Combined with the above we obtain an action of the extended Weyl group W = J\ x W on T*. Let ^ denote the map
As in the calculation given in 4.3, we deduce from [JL1, 8.6 
From this, (i) is an immediate consequence of [Bo, Chap. 5, Thm. 2.2.2 ] -see also remarks in the proof of (ii). Set A^ = r^-^uj^^Aq?). For (ii) we must show that the system of (Laurent) polynomials^:
-E ŷ^W can be given any set of values 7^ € K by making suitable choices of the A^ G AT*. Let A denote the Laurent polynomial algebra over K generated by the A^ for i = [Bo, loc. cit.] . Remarks. - The corresponding result for i7(s) can be proved in a similar fashion, though it is customary to give a more elementary argument based on the fact that W acts linearly on ()*.
It is clear that (i) holds also for (7, it is only (ii) which needs the base field K to be algebraically closed. Recall (2.7) that the one dimensional U modules are in bijection with (T/4T)*. It is exactly that part, namely (T/4T)*, trivial on F{U) whose members cannot be distinguished by Z(U}. (iii) Ann^^M has finite codimension in Z(U).
Equivalence of categories
We define a translated action of W on T* by w '
One checks that the Verma modules M^A) for A 7 C Aq^^ lie in OA. It is then immediate that the simple objects of OA are the L(A) where A' G Ag^^. A standard reasoning based on 4.6(i) and hypotheses (ii), (iii) above shows that each M G ObO^ has finite length. Similarly 4.6(i) and universality of Verma modules shows for A' e Aq Qd ominant that M(A') is projective in 0^. As noted in [JL1, 5.12] we have a duality functor
5.3. Following [Jl, 1.3.7] we should like to define a Harish-Chandra category for bimodules. Since U is not locally ad U finite one cannot take U bimodules, whilst taking F(U} bimodules runs into the difficulty that F(U} is not a Hopf or even a bi-subalgebra of U. We start with the following result. Let A denote the coproduct on U.
Recall [JL2, 4.11] . Since A(t) = t 0 t, V t G T< we see that it is enough to show, for each weight vector a^ e F(U}, that the property A(a^) e (7 0 -F(?7) implies the corresponding result for A((ad Xi}a^) and A((ad yi}a^}.
Using the formulae in [JL1, 3.1] it follows that we can write in the usual Hopf algebra summation convention
where the subscripts denote weights. On the other hand
We therefore obtain
Our (induction) hypothesis means that we can assume the a^ to all lie in F(U). Thus the first term above has the required form. Miraculously the second term can be rewritten as q^-^a^ 0 (g-^)^< -q^a^t,) =q^-^a^_^{adx^ , which again has the required form. A similar result holds for A ((ad yi)a^,). This proves the assertion.
Remarks. -It is always false that A(F(E/)) C F(U) 0 F(U). Finally the conclusion of the lemma extends to U without difficulty.
5.4.
Intuitively an object in the category of Harish-Chandra modules T-i should be an F(U) bimodule V with a compatible locally finite ad U action. Compatibility should at least mean
is not enough as we shall want to use the ad U action to pull F(U) across from left to right.
Recall that r(A) C F(U) for all A G -^(Tr). It therefore makes sense to consider
It is clear that (c'z) (and of course (ci)) would hold if V is say the submodule of a U bimodule formed from its locally ad U finite elements. In particular (ci), (02) 
5.6.
Take V as in 5.5. Since T< is Ore in F{U) we may form the localized ring F((7)T< 1 and the localized module VT< 1 := V (g)^) F(t7)r< 1 
Suppose V is generated by an ad U stable subspace E as an F{U) bimodule, that is V = F(U)EF(U). Then by 5.5 we have V = EF(U). Again suppose VT^ is finitely generated as a right F{U)T^1 module. We can assume that the finite generating subspace E lies in V itself. Then if the action of ad U on V is locally finite we can further assume that E is ad U stable. In this case we obtain VT< 1 = EF(U)T^. Let V be an F(U) bimodule with a compatible ad U action, for example F((7)T< 1 . Let E be a U module. Give E 0j< V the (obvious) right F{U) module stmcture coming from right multiplication on V. By 5.3, we may also give E 0^ V a left F{U) module structure through the coproduct A. Again the coproduct gives E (S>K V an ad U module structure which is easily seen to be compatible. Returning to our previous situation we can therefore view VT^1 as an image of E 0^ F{U)T^1. Then for any U module M we have the U module maps
Again if E is finite dimensional (and it will be enough that E G Of) we have for any U modules M, N, an isomorphism
Notice that this could be rather uninteresting if V is right T< torsion for then V 0F(£/) M = 0. Obviously this won't happen if V is a submodule of a U bimodule.
All the above considerations go over when U is replaced by U and T by T, except then we restrict the finite dimensional modules to lie in Of. 5.7 . We define V G OVH to be an F(U} bimodule with a compatible ad U action satisfying (i) As an ad U module, V is a possibly infinite direct sum of simple finite dimensional modules E 6 £ each simple occurring -with finite multiplicity.
( As discussed in 5.4 the bimodule structure and compatibility is evident. It is clear that the left (resp. right) annihilator of F(M(A),7V) contains Ann^m^N (resp. Ann^^M(A) = ^). Since N has finite length (5.2) we conclude that Ann^^TV has finite codimension. In view of complete reducibility, it remains to show that as an ad U module only objects from £ can occur in F' (M(A) , N) and then with finite multiplicity.
By finiteness of lengths in 0\ it is enough to assume N simple, say TV == ^(A'), and then A' = Aq^ for some /3 G Q(7r). As in [JL2, 8.3] we have maps generated as an F{U) bimodule. By the hypothesis 5.7(i) we can assume V is generated as a F{U) bimodule by a finite dimensional ad U stable subspace E G Of and then by 5.6 we deduce that T'V is an image of E 0 M(A) and hence lies in ObO^. Note also by 4.2(i) and 5.5 that V = £F(A). By adjointness we have a map Oy : V -^ TT'V.
Let VQ be the right T< torsion submodule of V. Note that Vo is not only an F(U) bisubmodule; but is also ad U stable. Again Vo is also the left T< torsion submodule of V, so "right" may be omitted.
LEMMA. -Let V G OVH^ be finitely generated as an F(U) bimodule. Then Qy is bijective and VQ = 0. Moreover every object in T~i^ is T< torsion-free.
By 4.2(ii), 0p(A) is an isomorphism. By 5.6(***) so is OE^F{A)^ V E G 9$. As in 5.6 we can choose £'1 G ©f and a surjective map '0i : £1 0 F(A) -> V. A fortiori its localization '01 : £'i (g) F(A)T< 1 -^ yr< 1 is surjective. By 2.6, fcer ^i is a finitely generated right F(U}T^1 module and we can choose a finite dimensional generating subspace £"2 to lie in ker ^i and further by 5.7(i) we can assume £2 to be ad U stable. View £'2 as an element of Qf. This gives a map ^ : E^ <S> F(A) -> fcer ^i whose localization It is immediate that Oy is surjective. Diagram chasing shows that Im ^2 = ker i' and then that ker Oy D Im ^i = 0. Yet ^i is surjective and so Qy is bijective. Finally TT'V has no r< torsion being a submodule of a U bimodule. Hence Vo = 0-Finally take V G ObT-t^ arbitrary. If VQ / 0, then it contains a finite dimensional ad U invariant subspace £ and V := EF(U) G OVH^ is torsion and finitely generated, hence zero. This contradiction proves the last part.
5.9.
Let S^ denote the set of simple objects in T-i^.
LEMMA.
-If L G Ob0\ is simple, then TL is either zero or TL E S^. Moreover every V € S^ takes the above form.
Suppose TL ^-0 and not simple. Let V be a proper finitely generated submodule (in 7-^). Then V c -^ TL and adjointness gives Hom^T'V, L) -^ 0 and so T'V surjects to L. Since T is exact, TT'V surjects to TL. By 5.8 the map Oy : \-> i(v}m) which is just the original embedding i. This contradiction proves that TL is simple. Conversely suppose V (E S^. Then V -^ TT'V by 5.8, so in particular T'V e ObOî s non-zero. By finiteness of length in 0^ we can choose £ to be a simple quotient of TV. Then Hom{V,TL) / 0 and by the first part V -^ TL as required.
5.10
. By 4.6 and 5.9 it follows that the number of simples in <S^, in which Z(U) acts by a given scalar, is bounded by \W\. By the finite multiplicity hypothesis 5.7(i) and primary decomposition made possible by the hypothesis 5.7(ii), we deduce the COROLLARY. -Each V G ObH^ (resp. OVH} has finite length.
5.11.
Taking account of Frobenius reciprocity as used in 5.7, the argument in the last paragraph of [Jl, 1.3.8] 
COROLLARY. -Each J G {Spec F(A))^ takes the form J = Annp^L^K') for some
A' e A^w n w • A.
Take J G (Spec F(A))^. By 5.13 one has J = Annp^M for some quotient M of M(A). Then the minimal primes over J take the form Ann^/^Z^A') where £(A 7 ) is a simple subquotient of M. Since J is assumed prime one of these must be J itself. Finally by 4.6 and the remarks in 5.2 it follows that A' has the required form.
5.15.
Not every prime ideal P of F(U) is ad U invariant. By [JL1, 6.4] we have for all i that Xitir{\) G F(U) for some A G -R^{^). From the formula for (ad Xi)a^, in 5.3 we conclude that a two-sided ideal I of F{U) is ad U invariant if for all A G -^P"^?!-) the image of r(A) in F{U)/I is regular. From the property tF(U) = F(U)t it is enough for a prime ideal P to require that the images of the r(o^) for % C {1,2, • • •, £} are regular in F(U}/P. Conversely for any ad U invariant ideal J of -F(A), it follows from 5.13 that the image of r(A) in F(A)/J is regular for any A e -^P^TI-).
Finally take t (E T< and A e T*. Then ^F(A) is a two-sided ideal of F(A). If tF(A) = F(A)
, then there exists s e F(A) such that ts = 1. Now as in [JL2, 8.1] it follows by 4.2 that F(A) is an integral domain. Then as in [JL1, 9.1, 9.2 ] it follows that s is a weight vector (of zero weight) and (ad Xi)t = (ad ^/,)^ = 0 for all %. Consequently ^ = 1. We conclude that J := tF(A) for t / 1, is a proper two-sided ideal of F(A). However J cannot be ad U invariant since this would contradict 5. 13 . Taking P a maximal two-sided ideal of F(A) over J we also deduce that (Spec F(A)) £7 is a proper subset of Spec F(A). we conclude that Arm^(^)(M (g)j^ K\) = Annp^M. This proves the inclusion C. Now take a in the right hand side. In the notation of 2.7 we can write (possibly replacing a by r(A)a with -A G R~^(7r) sufficiently large) a = =Y^t\a, '.a^F(U) . i=l Then for each b 0 m G M 0j< K^ we have a(b 0 m) = V^ t^ai& (g) ^m = 0 i=l as in the calculation above. Since this holds for all A G (r/T<>)* we conclude from 2.7(*) that t^dib = 0 and so aib = 0 as required. Remark. -Of course an analogous results holds for U and for U. 6.2. To obtain the quantum analogue of Duflo's theorem, we must first appeal to 5.14 which applies to U rather than U. Furthermore in discussing primitive ideals it is natural to assume the base field to be algebraically closed. We need first the following easy facts about Gelfand-Kirillov dimension OA of an algebra A. (For definitions see [KL] .)
The Quantum
LEMMA. (i) C?A(A) > da(B) for any subalgebra B of A. (ii) G?A(A) > (IA^A} for any quotient A of A. (iii) Suppose G?A(A) is finite, A is prime Goldie, and A a proper quotient of A. Then
OA(A) > dA(A).
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A. JOSEPH AND G. LETZTER
Let M be a U module of finite length whose simple factors are highest weight modules. Then (
Assertions (i) and (ii) can be found in [KL, 3.1] and (hi) in [B, 1.6.] . From [KL, 5.1(f) ] it is enough to prove (iv), (v) and (vi) for simple highest weight modules. Note that (iv) holds because both sides are given by the growth rate [see BK, 1.7] relative to weight spaces. Assertions (v) and (vi) can be made to follow the proof in the enveloping algebra case. For this and what follows we remark that a simple weight module for U is also simple as an F{U) module. 4'^ SfiRIE -TOME 28 -1995 -N° 4 6.4. Recall that U := U ^K K. By [M, 4, 9] , U is noetherian. Further U is a finitely generated left (or right) module over U, so in particular noetherian and drj = dv we u denote this common dimension by d. == mini d{U/Pi),by [KL, 3.3] . Since J is primitive by hypothesis, hence prime we conclude from 6.2(iii) that J = UnPi. v If we can show that Pi D Z(U) has codimension 1, the corollary will follow from 6.3.
One has P, H Z(U) = J Ft Z(U) and the latter is of codimension 1 in Z(U) by 4.5 and the hypothesis that J is primitive. Yet it is clear from [JL2, 4.11 ] and the analogouŝ v v assertion for F{U) that Z(U) is a finite module over Z{U). We conclude that P, H Z{U)
v v has finite codimension over Z(U). Yet Pi is prime, so Pi D Z( (7) is completely prime, from which the required assertion then follows.
Remark. -Recalling the remark in 4.1 it follows that the corresponding result holds for U when q is viewed as a non-zero element of k which is not a root of unity and k is assumed to be algebraically closed (and of characteristic zero). 
Harmonic Elements
A(E-4P+(7r)
Given A G ^P^TI-) we let ?/A denote the unique up to scalars element of F(A) HY{U). We recall that by [JL2, 3.5 and 4.10] the y^ : A G -4P+(7r) form a basis for y( (7). Now 514 A. JOSEPH AND G. LETZTER take b G F{X). Then by (*) and freeness we can write b uniquely in the form b= ^ h^y^t with h^ € F(y) .
,i/e-4P+(7r)
By [JL2, 4.12] we have h^y^, e F(^+^). By the uniqueness there can be no cancellation of terms in this expression and so from [JL2, 4.10] we conclude that p, 4-v == A. For the same reason if b is a lowest weight vector of weight -/3, then so is each h^y.
Finally recall [JL1, 6.4 ] and the fact that the elements of T are homogeneous in gr^U. Identifying T with its image in gr^U we conclude that Let G~^ (resp. G-) denote the subalgebra of G (or G) generated by the Xiti (resp. ^) for % = I? 2, •••,^. As in [JL2, 4.6] we have a triangular decomposition for G, namely the multiplication map g-^)go®g+^-> g-gog^-is an isomorphism of G~ 0 G° 0 G"^ onto G. Setting G(A) = G~ 0 A:r(A) 0 G-^, then G is a direct sum of the G(A), for A G P(7r). Let G^ denote the subspace of G^ spanned by homogeneous monomials in the x^ii for i = 1,2, • • • ,1 of positive degree. Then G is the direct sum (G-0 G° 0 G^) C (G-0 G°). Let 7 denote the projection of G onto G~ 0 G° which results. Clearly 7 commutes with the action of T. Let G 71 (resp. G u~) denote the zero weight subspace (resp. the subspace of ad U~ invariant elements) of G.
LEMMA.
(i) 7(a) ^ G° , V a G G^ . 4® sfiRffi -TOME 28 -1995 -N° 4 7.3 . Take A E -4P+(7r). We fix yx so that ^(yx) = r(A). Set v, = y_^ for i = 1, 2, • • • , L Recall [JL2, 4.9 ] that there is a subspace K{\}~ (resp. 1?(A)+) of G( resp. G^) such that (ad U-)r{\) = K(\)-r{\) (resp. (ad ^MA) = A^-^A)), which as a (7 module is isomorphic to £( --A ] i resp. L[ -wo\) ] for the twisted action [JL2, 4.7] implemented by these identifications. Consequently as a T subspace of G the lowest (resp. highest) weight of K(\)~ (resp. K(\)^~) is -(A -WQ\) (resp. This holds for T] < 0 taking &^ = 0 for all %. Take T] > 0. Assume that we have found 6^ satisfying (1), (2). Let rj G Q^{^) be minimal with the property that rf > ^. The induction hypothesis means that we can find / e K{\)~r(\)G^ of weight -/3 such that
We show that i=l If ^7 = 0, we have f = ^(fc) and so the assertion results from the hypothesis of the lemma. Assume rf > 0. Take y e UZ^, that is of weight -77'. Suppose fji > r] ' . The expression p, -r{ written as a sum of the o^ has at least one positive coefficient. Hence (ad y)G~^ C G?^. Recalling that b is a lowest weight vector, we obtain via 7.2(ii) that 
1=1
Now since G^ is an ad U submodule of G, it follows that {ad y)G^ c G'+, also when 0 < /-A < 77. We deduce from (1) T^^/X^A 7 -Ŝ etting bi^' = bi^ + fi gives (2) with 77 replaced by T]' and so completes the induction. Taking T] >_ X' -/3 in (2) we deduce that
Since 6 C G^t/) we deduce from the uniqueness implied by the decomposition in 7.1(**) that we can assume 6, G G(U) without loss of generality. Then it similarly follows from the discussion proceeding 7.1(**) that we can further assume that the b, satisfy the conclusion of the proposition.
4® S^RIE -TOME 28 -1995 -N° 4 VERMA MODULE ANNIHILATORS FOR QUANTIZED ENVELOPING ALGEBRAS 517 7.4 . We may now deduce the quantum analogue of [D, 8.4(ii) ]. This may be expressed as follows. Take A E -^P^^TT) and set
The restriction 7^ of 7 to F{\) has image K(\)~r{\) which we identify with K(\)~. Let 7A denote the composition of 7^ with canonical projection onto K{\)~~. Since M(A) is a freely generated U~ module with generator e\, we deduce a map 7(A) : U -> U~ given by (7(A)(^) -u}e\ = 0. Consider U as a U module for the adjoint action and let V denote the subspace U u~ of U~ invariant vectors. From [JL2, 8.1] we deduce that the restriction of 7(A) to V is just ArmyM(A). By 4.2 we conclude that 7(A) restricts to an injection of H 17 into U~. We were not able to deduce this result directly from the corollary above. 7.6. It is clear that every weight of 7(A)(ff £7~) lies in -Q(7r) H P^TI-). However this does not determine the image completely. It is therefore instructive to determine ^ (H 17 ) in the special case when U = (7g(s((3)).
Take TT = {ai,Q;2}. Set bi = y^ for i = 1,2 and /i == {ad 2/2)61 = q^b^b-t -qbâ nd /2 = {ady^b'z = q^b^-qb^. One checks that {l,b,,/^} is a basis for K{-^uji}f or i = 1,2. The quantized Serre relations are just 62 -{q 2 + q-^b^b, + bi&| = 0 i-^+^^i^+^^O
The first can be written as (1) ^i/2 -q^f^bi = 0 or (T^iA -^1^1 = 0 , whilst the second can be written as (2) qb^fi -g-Vi^ = 0 or q-^f^ -qf^ = 0 .
In particular we conclude that (3) hh -hh = 0 .
Given A e P^W H Q(7r), let H[X] denote the isotypical component of H of type E{\).
LEMMA. -Take U = Uq{si{3)). Then 7(G([/) £/~) is the subalgebra ofG~ 0(7° generated by r(-4^), /,T(-4o;,) : i = 1,2 and f^r{-^{^ + 0:2)), /2&i^(-4(a;i + 0:2)). The fact that A := 7(G((7) £/ ) is a subalgebra of G-(g) G° follows from 7.2(iii) . One has 7(1^) = r(-4a;,), whereas ^r(-4a^) G IT^ for % = 1,2. Hence these four elements lie in A.
We now show that fib^r^-^^ +0:2)) € A. Let V be the submodule of F(-4(o;i +0:2)) generated by the lowest weight vector fif^^-^i + 0:2)). Then V ^ E(2(ai + 0:2)) and so dim V-ai-2a2 = 1-Yet the corresponding weight space of .F(-4(o;i + 0:2)) has basis consisting of fifi^^-^-^i + d;2))^i^i and /^^(^(c^i + ^2)). It follows that -F(-4(o;i +^2)) admits a submodule V^ having lowest weight -a\ -2a2. Since the first of these vectors is not ad U~ invariant the linear combination v^ which is ad U~ invariant can be assumed to satisfy ^{v^) = /^^(-^(a;! + ^2))-Similarly ^(-^(o;! + ^2)) has a submodule V^ of lowest weight -2ai -02 with lowest weight vector v^ satisfying 'y(z/ 1 )) = /26iT (-4(o;i + o;2) ). We remark that (_4(^ + ^)) = y e y(i) 9 y(2) ^ F(-4a;i)^(-4a;2) C F(-4o;2)]/(-4^i) 0 Ky{-4:{^ + (^2)) • It is clear that f^ and /i&2 do not lie in K[-^UJ^}~ + A''(-4a;2)and so we conclude from 7.3 that H(-4(^ + 0:2)) = V Q ^( 1) 0 ^( 2) .
A similar argument gives the inclusion D in (i), (ii). For example we claim that Ur,s,t '= /r^./^i)^^,^) e 7(ff[A^,] [7- ). The first part shows that u^s^t e A and of course this vector has weight -\r,s-It remains to show that Ur,s,t € 7(^£ / )• By 7.3 and the above, it is enough to show that f^f^b^ lies in K(vr,s,t}~ and has a non-zero image in K{i/r,s,t) ~~-This assertion is established below.
First from (1) Now recall [JL2, 4.12(i) ] that K{X)-K^)~ = K{\ + ^r for all \^ G -4P+(7r). It follows easily from the given bases for K{-^uji}~ and (1) -(3) again that f^f^b^ € .^(-^(m+iA^i^nc^)". Moreover had this a zero image in K(-4:{m+u)uji-4:nw^) ~t hen b^ would have had a zero image in K(-^.UUJ^)~~, which is absurd. Taking m = s -t, n=^+y, u == r proves the required assertion and the claim.
It is well-known and easy to verify that dim E(\r,s)o =5+1. Taking account of [JL2, 7.4 ] this gives the inequality <, of dimensions in (i). In view of the opposite inclusion established above, this proves equality in (i).
A similar argument establishes equality in (ii). It follows from (i), (ii) that ^{H 17 ) is contained in the subalgebra generated by the last four of the given generators, whereas ^y(Y{U)) is generated by the first two. Taking account of the decomposition G^U) 0 = H 17 0 Y(U) and the injectivity of 7 on Y(U), it follows that these six elements generate A. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Complete Primeness
Let
Max^Y denote the ideals of codimension 1 in Y := Y(U). Given y^ € Max\Y, we set J^ = G(U}Y^ . We show (8.4, 8.5 ) that generically J^ is completely prime. On the other hand we show (8.9) that J+ being prime, implies that G(U) admits a separation of variables which may fail, for example for Uq{sl{3)) [JL2, 5.5 ]. Since J+ $ G(U) H J+ in this case, it does not followtneq that J+ need fail to be completely prime. However we shall show that J+ is not even prime in this case and in fact we find (8.10) that there are exactly two prime ideals over J+.
8.2. Set G< := G~T^G^ which is both a graded subalgebra and U submodule of G. It contains G(U} as a subalgebra and as a U submodule.
Let T^ denote the character semigroup of T<, that is the set of all multiplicative maps A : T< -> K. If A G T^ satisfies A(f) € AT*, V t € T<, then A extends to an element of the character group T^ of T^ and every element is so obtained. Thus we may regard T^ as a subset of T^.
To each A G T^ we may associate a one-dimensional T^G^ module, denoted K\, with highest weight A and we set N{A) = G?< 0y ^+ K^. Let v\ (or simply, v) denote the highest weight vector of N^.
LEMMA. -For all A € T^, N(A) is a simple G^ module.
Let M be a proper G< submodule of N(A). Then M contains a highest weight vector which takes the form fv, with / a non-scalar weight vector of G~. Then {xiti)fv = 0 = f{xiti)v. Recalling [JL2, 4.6] that G^ is an {ad U) module, this equality implies that (ad Xi)f G Annc-v^-Yet N{A.) is freely generated as a G~~ module over VA and so {ad Xi)f = 0, for all %. Yet [JL2, 4.7] we have (G-)^ = K and so f is a scalar. This contradiction proves the lemma.
Remark. -Unless A G T^, it is false that N{A) is simple as a G{U) module. 8.3. Following say [JL1, 5.4 ] it is quite easy to construct a contravariant form on 7V(A), which by 8.2 is non-degenerate. Then as in say [JL1, 8.3] 2) the definition of 7. By the lemma we deduce that the restriction of 7 to G 17 is injective. Noting that av^ = 7(a)(A)z»A = 7(A)(a)z;A this also follows from 7.5 but the present proof does not need the separation of variables theorem. It is enough to show that a E AnnG^(A) implies a G JA and furthermore we may assume that a is a lowest weight vector (with respect to ad U). By [JL2, 4.10] we may write a = Q\ +^2 + • • • ~\~9n with ^ G (ad E/)T(Az) a lowest weight vector and \i e R^(^}. We can write 7(^1) = ft~T(A,) : 9i~ ^ G--Choose A G -^(Tr) so that A-A, G -^(TT), for all i = 1,2, • • •, n. By our hypothesis A(r(A^ -A)) is defined and we set Remarks. -A similar analysis gives the corresponding result for G(U). The latter also follows from 7.5 ; but this last proof uses the separation theorem. In the case A = 0 we have YA = y+ but then AnnG(u)N{K) has codimension 1 and so is very different from J+. 8.6. We shall need the following dimensionality estimate. Set d = do(u)'
From [JL2, 4.8, 4.12] it follows that G(U} is finitely generated as a ^-algebra. Hence G{U)/JA is finitely generated. It follows by [BK, 1.7a ] that d{G(U}/J^ is determined by the growth rate of G(U)/JA viewed as an algebra with filtration induced by the gradation on G(U).
Let us show that By [JL2, 4.8, 4.12 ] the family of subspaces F(A) : A G ^P-^Tr) form a gradation of G(U) and both sides of (**) are graded subspaces. Thus it is enough to show that G( (7) From (**) and 6.2(i) we deduce the inequality (* * *) d{G{U)/J^) ^ d^(G{U)/G{U)Y^ .
We show that the right hand side equals 2|A + (7^)| = dim Q -rank Q where U = Uq{o}. This will establish (*).
As a graded vector space G{U)/G(U)Y^. is isomorphic to H 0 V( (7)/y+. Since Y(U) is finite over Y(U), the latter has the same growth rate as H. Since G(U) = H 0 Y(U) and growth rates add under tensor product we deduce (using [BK, 1.7a ]) that the right hand side of (***) equals dGw{G{U))-dy^(Y{U)).
Now Y(U) is a polynomial ring on rank g generators, so the second term is just rank g. The first term can be shown to be equal to dim Q by using a growth rate estimate based on [JL2, 3.5, 4.8, 4.12] . Alternatively from the embedding G(U) ^ t^G(U) and the fact that the latter ring is a finite module over G, it is enough to show that dc(G) = dim fl. The last equality follows either by the methods of [M] or by a growth rate estimate based on triangular decomposition G = G~ 0 G° 0 G^~ and the formal characters of G ± . This completes the proof of (*).
Since gr JADJ+ we obtain d(G( (7)/J+) > <G([/)/JA) .
It remains to show that
(::) ^Ga/VJA^IA^Tr)!. , 4.8, 4.12 ] it follows that G{U) is a finite module over G(U). Hence
By [JL2
where the last step is obtained as in the proof of (***).
Remarks. -For A G T^ , we obtain equality in (^) using 8.2, 8.5 and the considerations used in the proof of 6.2(v). One can ask if it is possible in the proof of the lemma to avoid the use of the separation theorem and just use growth rate estimates. Unfortunately this is rather tricky. For example to prove equality in (*) we could use that G(U)/J^ is a direct sum of its isotypical components and that by [JL2, 5.3, 5.4 ] the multiplicity of the component of G(U)/J^. of type E{^i) is at least dim £'(^)o. However we also have to estimate the maximum m(/^) and minimum n(^) degrees in which this component occurs. It turns out that if we can show that m(^)/n(/i) is uniformly bounded then the required result obtains. Here we remark that the corresponding bound in G{U)/J^. can in principle be solved by the combinatorics of Sect. 2. The corresponding bound in for U(^) can be resolved using [D, 8.4(ii) ] and one obtains the well-known fact that this bound (for g simple) can be taken to be the order of the highest root. 8. 7 . We need the following technical result.
LEMMA. -r< n G(U)Y^ = 0.
Suppose r(fji) € G(U)Y^. Through the gradation of G(U) given by the F(A) we conclude that € T W ^ ^ y-4^F(fi + 4o;,) .
Applying ad U this gives € F(^)C^-4^F(^+4o;,) . i=l Applying 7 we deduce from the remark in 7.4 that K^-C^K^-^^-^W-. i=l This contradiction proves the lemma. 8.8 . Take t € T<. One has tG(U) = G(U)t and this property passes to G(U}/J^ We conclude that T< is Ore in both these algebras. Now assume that J+ is a prime ideal. Then by 8 .7 we conclude that (the image of) t is regular in <?( (7) Exactly as in 2.6 one shows that T^G^U) is a noetherian ring. We conclude that < 1 (G ? (^)/J4-) is prime noetherian and hence by say [H, Thm. 4.5 ] that G{U)/J^ is a Goldie ring. 8.9. We can now prove a main result of this section.
THEOREM. -Suppose that J^. is a prime ideal. Then for any graded complement H to J^. in G(U) the map h ® y \-^ hy is an isomorphism ofH 0 Y(U) onto G(U).
This will follow as in [JL2, 7.4] if we can show that H H JA = 0 for all A G T^. Since H is graded it is enough to show that H H gr J\ = 0 and for this we must show that the inclusion gr J^DJ-^. is an equality. Now the hypothesis that J+ is prime, implies via 8.8 that G( (7)/J+ is prime, Goldie. Then a strict inclusion would contradict 8.6 and the strict inequality in 6.2(iii). This proves the theorem.
Remarks. -Of course the point of the theorem is that we already know [JL2, 5.5 ] that G(U) is not always free over Y(U). Consequently J+ will not always be prime. The analysis of [JL2, 7.4] shows that freeness holds if R^^) is stable under the cap operation of [JL2, 4.14] ; but we do not know if this condition is also necessary, nor do we know if this condition is sufficient for J+ to be prime. 8. 10 . Surprisingly enough J+ also fails to be prime in the example of [JL2, 5.5 ] namely for U = Uq{sl{3)). This does not obviously follow from 8.9 because for one thing G(U) n J-j-^ J+ in this example. The proof is by explicit calculation in which we also determine the ideals prime over J^. In what follows U = Uq{sl (3)) and we retain the notation of 7.6. As in 8.3 one checks that 7 restricted to G( (7) 17 is injective and so we identify G^U^ with its image under 7.
Let B be the J^-algebra with generators ^1,^2? ^3^4 satisfying the relations 9i92 = 929i , 9394 = 9493 = 0
Recall (7.3) that v, € Y(U) satisfies 7^) = r(-4o;,) for i = 1,2 and that 7(^( 1 )) = /2&iT(-4(o;i + 0:2)), 7( / y (2) ) = A^(-4(o;i + o;2)). One checks from (1) -(3) and the lemma of 7.6 that the map y from G^)^ into B sending Vi to zero, fir{-4:^i) to gi for i =• 1,2, v^ to 93 and v^ to ^4 is an algebra epimorphism with kernel J^_~. From the complete reducibility of finite dimensional U modules one easily sees that the natural map G( (7) 17 ' -> (G(?7)/J+) E/~ is surjective and hence (p factors to an isomorphism (p of (G((7)/J+) 17 onto B. It is clear from the above relations that 5^3, Bg4 are completely prime two-sided ideals of B and are exactly the prime ideals over {0} in B. Now let F (resp. F*) denote the simple submodule of H with lowest weight vector ^( 1) (resp. v^). By the analogue of 5.5 for G(U) we have I := G(U}F ^ FG(U}, P := G((7)F* == F*G( (7). Let J, J* denote their images in G(U)/J^ _ We claim that FF*, F*F C J+ and this will prove that IP = PI = 0. Consider FF* which is an image of F 0 F*. Using say WeyFs character formula, one checks that F 0 F* is a direst sum of 4 simple modules having highest weights n(uj\ -\-^2} : n = 0,1,2,3. Let us rescale the grading of G(U} so that F(-4o;i), F{-^} have degree 1. Then F,F* have degree 2, so FF* has degree 4. Yet by 7.6 (with r == 0, s +1 = n) one immediately sees that the representations of highest weights n(o;i + 0:2) all occur in H at degree n, which in our case < 3. This proves the required assertion.
It is clear that J^'DB^ (resp. (J*)^":)!^) and we claim that equality holds. Since the Dynkin diagram automorphism induces an automorphism of G(U} which exchangeŝ 3,^4 and J,J* these assertions are equivalent. The proof uses the Gelfand-Kirillov d of an algebra. Since B/Bg^ is a domain of GK dimension 3, a strict inequality would imply
